“We provide the Tipi, you fill it with love”
“

From start to finish, the team at
Love Tipis were nothing short of exceptional.
They were accommodating with a very last minute
request, helpful and friendly throughout the process, and
everything was delivered efficiently. I can’t
recommend them enough!

Sarah Charge, 2020

”

Combining an eclectic mix of backgrounds with a
dedication to complete every event to the highest standards,
our friendly team goes above and beyond to create a perfect,
unique events for every single one of our clients.

Each of our Stratus Tipis measure 10 metres in diameter, extending to 13 metres with the sides
raised, and stand over 7 metres tall.
Raising the sides of the Tipis makes it possible to join multiple together in a multitude of combinations,
to suit any number of guests and allowing you to create beautiful areas for dining, dancing or relaxing.
Love Tipis were the original supplier of off-white Tipis and we have the widest range available in the UK.
Light and bright, they provide an elegant and sophisticated setting for any event.

Two fully-lifted Tipis & Cirrus

James & Karen

Carla & David

Joe & Lizzy

Classic tan Tipis create a rustic backdrop for an outdoor event as they blend in so well with the natural
surroundings of a woodland, meadow or lakeside. Add a real wood fireplace for that authentic, Nordic charm!
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Helen & Louis

Lucinda & Claire

Phil & Catherine

Penny & Michael

Furnished in Style

We have a large range of seating options available,
from round banquet tables with elegant chairs, to
rustic trestle tables paired with matching benches,
in a variety of sizes and finishes

We have scoured the South East to source characterful
Victorian Pine floorboards, repurposed by our crew
of skilled craftsmen into unique vintage tables and
benches to seat six or eight guests.
With carefully reproduced, classic folding
mechanisms, creating stunning yet sturdy dining
places that showcase the rich natural patina of these
ancient Scandinavian timbers, we think the
beauty & functionality of these sets stands them apart.

Light up the Night
Our Tipis look so dramatic against the night sky, lit with festoons strung
between the peaks. Fairy lights on the Tipi poles provide plenty of light
inside, with a dimmer to create a warm, ambient atmosphere for speeches.
A spotlit rotating mirrorball will wash the canvas with twinkling light,
whilst LED uplighters can be set to any colour for the dancefloor area.
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“

If you are looking for the perfect
wedding, I honestly cannot recommend Love Tipis
enough... the tents are beautiful, and when the sun goes
down and all the fairy lights come alive, I can guarantee
you will be satisfied that you booked them
Filament Bulb Chandelier

Tom Bird, 2019

”

Sarah & Keith

Drink, Dance, Rest, Repeat
With your Tipis, furniture and lighting sorted, it’s time
to really personalise your Love Tipis event!

“ The entire team have
been brilliant from start to finish

Nimbus Tipi

and worked to make our event so special.
The tipis are beautiful and range of furniture
and lighting hire perfect. They created a
truly magical day and we couldn’t be
more grateful

”

Laura & Fiachra
Fiachra & Laura

Our dancefloors and staging are fully customisable in size and our
one-of-a-kind chill out seating offers a rustic, casual space for
your guests to relax between songs.

Large Firebowl
Chill-out Seating

Include a cosy Cirrus Tipi or a beautiful Nimbus to house one of
our handmade bars, and as the sun begins to set, invite your loved
ones to huddle around a roaring fire.
With a huge range of decorative items to add, we will do everything we
can to make sure that your day is exactly as you’ve dreamed it to be!

Tipi Fireplace
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A Tipi for Every Occasion

“

Our Tipis have made appearances at festivals including
Wilderness and Isle of Wight, the BBC’s Springwatch, and
hosted inner-city corporate events all over the country

Brilliant company.
We use them for our annual
Summercamp and their team are always
friendly, punctual and super professional.
Highly recommended

Laurence McCahill

”

A Tipi is the perfect answer to creating a pop-up
temporary venue which can be left in place for
weeks or even months at a time.

Winter Retreat, Regents Place

Green Film Festival, Regents Place

Include our unique, go-anywhere hard-flooring
solution to guarantee complete weather-proofing
all year round.

If you need something even more versatile,
a stretch tent can be fitted into narrow and
angular spaces, with the choice to have some
sides down or an entirely floating canopy.

Summer Garden Party

Christmas Social, Paddington Central

Summer Ball, Christchurch College

You can find everything you need to create an amazing outdoor event here at Love Tipis!
Starting with a complimentary site visit for expert advice on the best set-up for you, our dedicated
team will take you through the planning process step-by-step.
We can help you to choose the right furniture and decorations, hook you up with our trusted
generator and luxury loo providers, and recommend venues and suppliers that
we know and love.
We’re available for contact throughout the run up to your delivery date, when our experienced
crew will complete the build with the safety and comfort of your guests guaranteed.
Get in touch to see how we can help you bring your ideas to life!

01273 689 891
01865 250 027
bookings@lovetipis.co.uk
www.lovetipis.co.uk

The Love Tipis Team x
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